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A Noise screen theory
A1 Trafﬁc noise
Noise from road traffic is measured in decibels, dB, as sound pressure level. Sound pressure level is often expressed in the unit dBA, which then refers to sound as perceived by
the human ear. The measurement scale is logarithmic and a change of 3–10 dB is perceived
by the ear as a halving or doubling of the sound level.
The dominating source of noise at speeds above 50 km/h is normally the sound from tyres.
At lower speeds, engine noise dominates. Tyre noise increases with speed. For heavy traffic, engine noise constitutes a larger portion of total noise.
A problem with noise-dampening measures is that sound behaves differently at different frequencies. Low frequency sound is especially difficult to overcome in that it has a
tendency to curve over screens or noise embankments. It is also important that the noise
screen has sufficient mass to be able to have any effect at all on low frequency sound.
Road traffic noise is calculated according to the Norwegian calculation model that was
most recently revised in 1996. The calculation model applies for distances <300 metres
measured perpendicularly from the road with following wind at a speed of 0–3 m/s.
To reduce noise disturbances in an existing environment, there are several feasible alternatives. The alternative selected primarily depends on the desired level of sound outdoors or
indoors, but other aspects are also studied. Examples of other aspects can be: space at the
road, terrain and ground conditions, adaptation to the surroundings and the adjacent environment, costs, time perspectives, ambition level, etc. Some of the feasible alternatives for
reducing noise disturbances in an existing environment are listed below:
• Traffic regulation
• Noise-dampening pavements
• Facade insulation
• Developed area screens (screens installed close to structures)
• Embankments (screens installed at the tops)
• Vegetation
• Free-standing screens (screens installed close to roads)
Regardless of the method or measure chosen, it is important that property owners, tenants,
municipalities, county administrative boards and other concerned parties have the opportunity to provide input at an early stage. It is important to try to establish a comprehensive
approach to noise problems before decisions on measures are implemented so at to be able
to choose the most cost-effective and optimal solution.
For new or large arterial roads, it has become accepted practice that roads and developed
areas are separated by screens as close to the road as possible. To avoid sound reflections
and to absorb traffic noise, Isolamin’s new perforated traffic noise screens can be a very
effective solution.
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A2 Basis for assessment of trafﬁc noise in Sweden
There are no legally binding sound requirements in Sweden for highest permitted traffic
noise levels. Various guideline values and recommendations have instead been worked out
over the years. The following is a brief summary:
The Swedish Parliament adopted the Infrastructure Bill in 1997 that specifies guideline values for traffic noise. Traffic noise issues are handled and assessed by municipal boards and
administrations, as well as by county administrative boards. Assessment and handling varies between the municipalities and county administrative boards. A best practice has been
established in many cases. In their planning, the municipalities specify directives according
to the act for planning and construction, PBL, and these directives then apply for building
permits. The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning’s construction rules also
form the basis for assessments of building permits and construction consultation when new
buildings are to be erected. The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency also suggests
guideline values for traffic noise. The National Road Administration and the National Rail
Administration have a noise policy that agrees with the planning goals adopted by Parliament in the Infrastructure Bill.

A3 Important properties for noise screens
Screen sound reduction index
A good noise protection screen should have sound insulation corresponding to at least R’w
= 25 dB as measured in a sound lab. A screen with, for example, a sound reduction index of
R’w = 30 dB means that the sound level will be reduced by 30 dBA. Outdoors, the sound
can pass over the screen, at the ends and in openings. In practice, a screen can dampen up
to about 15 dBA, and in the “normal case”, about 6–8 dBA. This however, is a fully perceptible improvement.
Screen absorption capacity
A noise screen with high absorption capacity reduces sound reflection. It can be suitable to
locate such a screen on both sides of an arterial road. Other situations can, for example, be
where execution of the “overlap” is absorbent, at tunnel mouths, along railway tracks and
as a “centre screen” along railways and platform edges.
Screen placement
How a screen is placed in relation to a road has major significance both for noise and traffic safety. A noise screen normally has the greatest impact on noise if it is close to the road.
In this situation, the screen is complemented with guard rails. The distance between the
guard rail and screen must be sufficiently large so that the screen does not infringe upon
the guard rail’s “working area” when hit. On a bridge, for example, the noise screen must
not be attached to the bridge’s guard rails.
Screen length and openings
A screen should cover the location it is to protect and also extend in both directions at a
distance that is equal to the distance between the road/track and that which is to be protected from noise. If openings are necessary along the screen’s length, the noise screen should
overlap so that the overlap between the screens is at least three times as long as the distance between the screens.
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Screen sealing and foundation
A determining factor for a noise screen’s capability to reduce noise is the screen’s sealing.
Noise passes directly through an unsealed screen. The noise screen’s function is especially degraded by long and narrow openings, such as gaps along the ground or between the
screen sections. It is therefore very important that tightness to the ground and between the
screen components is maintained throughout the service life of the screen.
Screen weight and design
More weight can dampen sound better, but a sandwich construction can provides better
sound reduction. The increased strength of the sandwich construction generally entails
improvement to the screen’s low frequency spectrum.

A4 Examples of calculated screen dampening:
Example 1:
Screen height over road, 3.0 m
Distance from road centre to noise screen, 10 m
Hard level ground between road centre and screen
Hard level ground between noise screen and recipient
10,000 vehicles daily of which 10% heavy vehicles
Posted speed limit, 50 km/h
Distance between
noise screen and
recipient in metres

10
25
100

At recipient height
+ 1.5 m, obtained
screen dampening in dB

At recipient height
+ +4.5 m, obtained
screen dampening in dB

14
13
12

8
11
12

Example 2:
Screen height over road, 3.0 m
Distance from road centre to noise screen, 10 m
Hard level ground between road centre and screen
Soft level ground between noise screen and recipient
10,000 vehicles daily of which 10% heavy vehicles
Posted speed limit, 90 km/h
Distance between
noise screen and
recipient in metres

At recipient height
+ 1.5 m, obtained screen
dampening in dB

At recipient height
+4.5 m, obtained screen
dampening in dB

10
25
100

13
13
12

7
11
12
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A5 Design
When designing noise screens, several different factors are taken into account. Eurocode
EN 14388:2005 is a European standard that provides suggestions for the various loads that
can be used when engineering. Various national standards can also be used. In Sweden
for example, the National Road Administration’s publication for road equipment (1993:61
Vägutrustning 94) can be complemented with the Swedish National Board of Housing,
Building and Planning’s design rules BKR-94.

Noise screens are designed based on the following factors:
• Wind load
• Self weight
• Snow load
• Snow removal load
• Stone chips
• Collisions
Wind load
The wind load can be calculated using ENV 1991-2-4, where exposure factors, reference
wind speed, terrain type, screen slenderness and various form factors are specified. The
wind load is considered as a static load and classified as a freely variable load. The deformation with a wind load in the serviceability limit state may not exceed the section’s
length/150 or a maximum of 50 mm per EN 1794-1.
Self weight
The self weight can be calculated per EN 1794-1 in the ultimate limit state based on,
among other things, strength and rigidity with consideration to climate and safety class.
When calculating self weight in combination with wind load, the partial coefficients 1.35
for self weight and 1.5 for wind load and other loads are used.
Snow load
The calculated snow load can be determined per ENV 1991-2-3, or in Sweden, using the
Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning’s handbook for snow and
wind loads (Snö och vindlast).
Snow-removal load
The calculated load from snow removal is specified in EN 1794-1. The size of the load
is determined by the screen distance to the edge of the road and the speed of the snow
plough. The load from snow removal is not assumed to produce an effect at the same time
as wind load.
Stone chips
One method of determining calculated stone chips is specified in EN 1794-1.
Collisions
Noise screens can be designed as combination screens with guard rails per EN 1317-2.
Collisions with noise screens are primarily prevented by guard rails or by installing the
screen sufficiently far from the road.
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A6 Classiﬁcation of absorption and
sound insulation capacity for noise screens
per EN 1793
With EU Standard EN 1793, the opportunity is provided to classify noise screens by absorption and insulation capacity. Tables 1 and 2 below specify the various categories and
classes that noise screens can be placed in.
Table 1:

Absorption classes

Table 2:

Sound insulation classes

Category

DLα (dB)

Category

DLR (dB

A0
A1
A2
A3
A4

Not tested
<4
4≤x<8
8 ≤ x ≤ 11
> 11

B0
B1
B2
B3

Not tested
< 15
15 ≤ x ≤ 24
> 24

A7 Design alternatives
Alternatives for:
• Height and elevation variations
• Adaptation to surroundings in form of design and colour
• Alternatives for decorative details
Isolamin privacy screens and noise screens comply with all of these requirements.
Height and elevation variations
The further away from the source of noise a screen is placed, the higher it must be. The
screen’s length and height are reduced visually at higher speeds. Screens higher than 3
metres are normally installed only along shorter sections of road. When high noise screens
are required, from a design standpoint it can be suitable with a low screen on an embankment.
Adaptation to surroundings in form and colour
If the screen is not installed along the edge of the road, but instead further from the source
of noise, vegetation such as shrubs and trees can make the traffic environment more living
and attractive. If the vegetation is very dense and planting sufficiently broad (at least 50 m
perpendicular from the arterial road), dampening of up to 8 dBA can be attained.
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B Selection of Isolamin privacy
and noise screens
B1 Product facts about noise and privacy screens
Isolamin noise and privacy screens consist of a panel constructed as a sandwich structure
with a core of cross-layered mineral wool with high density. Either 0.7 mm hot-galvanised
steel plate or saltwater-resistant aluminium is glued to each side of the mineral wool. The
plates are smooth or with perforations on one side. Isolamin noise and privacy screens
consist of non-flammable materials and can be supplied in various thicknesses and lengths
up to 4 metres.
The standard thicknesses are 50 mm and 80 mm, but other custom solutions can be made
to order. Isolamin has a number of standard colours in stock and can provide other colours
as needed. See the data sheets on the following pages for weights and other data.

B2 Necessary basic data required as supporting
information in selection of noise and privacy screens
In choosing noise and privacy screens, many factors come into play, such as:
• Noise screen’s sound reduction and sound absorption
• Screen sealing
• Applicable dampening requirements
• Which screen heights and c/c distances between posts are applicable
• Distance from centre of road at which the noise screen can be installed
• Strength requirements that must be fulfilled
• Magnitude of wind loads and snow-removal loads
• Installation and decorative alternatives

B3 Selection of privacy screens
In choosing privacy screens, in addition to the sound reduction requirement, nearly identical
requirements as for noise screens must be fulfilled per the instructions (see section A5).
At the same time, design and execution should agree with corresponding noise screens since
they are often composite units.
Isolamin therefore suggests the following selections from our programme.
Selection:
• Maximum distance 3 metres between the posts and maximum 3-metre screen height:
PA33P-50 mm.
• Maximum distance 4 metres between the posts and maximum 3-metre screen height:
PA33P-80 mm
Note that both alternatives also provide very good sound reduction.
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B4 Selection of sound-dampening noise screens

In the selection of non-perforated, sound-dampening noise screens, many factors come into
play. These include the noise screen’s sound reduction, screen sealing, applicable dampening requirements, applicable screen heights and c/c distances, wind and snow-removal load
levels, installation and decorative alternatives.
Isolamin sound-dampening noise screen PA33P-50 complies with the highest category
(B3) of EN 1793 for sound reduction (DLR > 24 dB) for the following types of trafﬁc situations:
• Road trafﬁc, 50 km/h + 10% heavy trafﬁc, DLR = 31 dB
• Road trafﬁc, 90 km/h + 10% heavy trafﬁc, DLR = 33 dB
• Rail trafﬁc, low speed, DLR = 31 dB
• Rail trafﬁc, neither low nor high speed, DLR = 33 dB
• Rail trafﬁc, high speed, DLR = 34 dB
Isolamin sound-dampening noise screens are designed so that very good
screen sealing is attained and this entails that high sound dampening can be achieved. The
applicable dampening requirements are often calculated but can also be established through
sound measurements. With regard to strength, Isolamin sound-dampening noise screens are
designed to manage screen heights up to 3 metres and with c/c distances between the posts
of up to 3.6 metres.
Selection:
• Maximum distance 3 metres between the posts and maximum 3-metre screen height:
PA33P-50 mm.
• Maximum distance 4 metres between the posts and maximum 3-metre screen height:
PA33P-80 mm
Isolamin recommends a distance between the posts of 4 metres if the topography is not
excessively uneven. This entails a clearly more economic total concept.

B5 Selection of sound-absorbing noise screens
Isolamin sound-absorbing, perforated noise screens comply with the highest category (A4)
of EN 1793 for sound absorption (DLα > 11 dB) for the following types of trafﬁc situations:
• Rail trafﬁc, high speed, DLα = 12 dB
and with the next highest category (A3) for sound absorption (DLα 8 ≤ x ≤ 11 dB) for the
following types of trafﬁc situations:
• Road trafﬁc, 50 km/h + 10% heavy trafﬁc, DLα = 10 dB
• Road trafﬁc, 90 km/h + 10% heavy trafﬁc, DLα = 11 dB
• Rail trafﬁc, low speed, DLα = 10 dB
• Rail trafﬁc, neither low nor high speed, DLα = 11 dB
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Isolamin sound-absorbing, perforated noise screens are designed so that very high sealing
is obtained for the screen and this entails that high sound dampening can be attained. The
existing dampening requirements are often calculated but can also be established through
sound measurements. With regard to strength, Isolamin sound-dampening noise screens are
designed to manage screen heights up to 3 metres and with c/c distances between the posts
of up to 3.6 metres.
Isolamin AB offers this perforated noise screen in two alternative configurations, depending on the environment in which it will be installed.
For normal outdoor environments without salted roads or proximity to salty sea air, we
recommend our painted, galvanised steel plate model, PA33P-50 or 80 mm.
For outdoor environments with salted roads, proximity to salty sea air or other clearly
corrosive environments, we recommend our noise screen with painted, saltwater-resistant,
aluminium plate, PA33PAL80PR2 with integrated reinforcement.
Selection:
• Maximum distance 2.6 metres between the posts and maximum 3-metre screen height in
normal outdoor environment: 33P50PR2 perforated on one side.
• Maximum distance 3.6 metres between the posts and maximum 3-metre screen height in
normal outdoor environment: 33P80PR2 perforated on one side.
• Maximum distance 3 metres between the posts and maximum 3-metre screen height in
normal outdoor environment: 33P80P perforated on one side.
• Maximum distance 3 metres between the posts and maximum 3-metre screen height in
salty or clearly corrosive environment: 33PAL80PR2 perforated on one side.
• Maximum distance 3 metres between the posts and maximum 3-metre screen height in
salty or clearly corrosive environment: 33PAL/S80PR2 perforated on aluminium surface
finish.
Isolamin suggests a distance between the posts of 3.6 metres if the topography is not excessively uneven. This entails a clearly more economic total concept.
Noise screens should be absorbent at openings. The overlap with noise screens at openings
can be reduced to just double the distance if the screen is absorbent.

B6 Selection of surface ﬁnish
Isolamin perforated noise and privacy screens with unpainted galvanised surface finishes
have been durability tested at an authorised testing lab in Denmark. Durability testing
showed that after 15 years of outdoor use, with all seasonal variations, the screen only lost
20% of its strength and was otherwise intact.
Isolamin noise and privacy screens are supplied for normal outdoor environments with
surface finishes of 0.7 mm, hot-galvanized steel plate, with 275g/m2 zinc coating painted
with polyester.
If the outdoor environment includes salted roads, proximity to salty sea air or other
strongly corrosive environments, and the order is for absorbent, perforated noise screens,
we suggest delivery with a surface finish of painted, saltwater-resistant, 0.7-mm thick aluminium plate.
All noise and privacy screens are delivered with protective foil that is removed during
installation.
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Painting with polyester is executed with a thickness of 25 my and a gloss factor of 30.
Advantages: Polyester has good colour fastness, good resistance to abrasion and good stability in light. The polyester can be painted and is washable.
Disadvantages: Does not stand up to extremely salty environments.
Isolamin standard posts are supplied from the factory with 2-component, anti-corrosive
primer and are ready for a finish coat with acrylic paint. All bracket sections and post caps
are supplied with surface coatings identical to the noise screens.
The colours are selected from Isolamin’s standard colour system or as agreed between
Isolamin and the customer.

B7 Selection of attachment parts
B7A Standard post
The Isolamin system includes a standard post. The post is a primered, 100x100-mm square
tube and complies with all requirements of applicable directives and EU standards up to a
screen height of 3 metres. The post entails very good sealing for the system and a c/c distance of up to 4 metres can be attained. The posts are supplied in standard lengths of 3200,
4000 and 5000 mm.
PR VKR 100 P
Post for noise screen
Primer: Delivered with 2-component, anti-corrosive paint
Cut surfaces must be treated with anti-corrosive alkyd
Top coat: Acrylate
Standard lengths: 3200, 4000 and 5000 mm

The noise screen system can also be installed with other types of posts – such as concrete
or wooden posts – with retained sealing, which is a requirement for achieving high screen
dampening.
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B7B Standard assembly sections
Isolamin provides standard section solutions as shown below, as well as on the product
sheets on the following pages.
Bottom section
The bottom section is a bent, 1.0-mm steel plate.
It is fitted to the lowest noise screen panel and
reinforces it so that the panel does not flex
outward too much.

Crown section
The crown section is a bent, 0.7-mm steel plate.
It is fitted to the top noise screen panel and
reinforces it so that the panel does not flex
outward too much.

Connecting section
A connecting section of 1.5-mm steel is fitted
vertically to each post and functions as a guide
rail for the noise screen panels.
Isolamin’s angled connecting section is used
when changing the direction of the noise screen.
To attain the preferred colour for the connecting
section, a cover section is fitted on the connecting
section prior to attachment to the posts.

Post cap
Post caps are made of 0.7-mm plate and fitted
at the post tops.
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C Speciﬁcations for Isolamin
noise and privacy screens
As an aid in preparing your material specifications when submitting inquiries or orders, a
parts list is shown below for included products and an example that begins with a description
of a project’s prerequisites and continues to complete material specifications.

C1 Parts list
Part number
PA33P5
PA33P80
PA33P50P
PA33P80P
PA33P50R2
PA33P80R2
PA33P50PR2
PA33P80PR2
PA33PAL80R2
PA33PAL80PR2
PA33PAL/S80PR2
SPVKR100P
PR951P
PR952G
PR953G
PR954G
PR955P
PR956P
PR958P
PR981P
PR981AL
PR982G
PR983G
PR984G
PR985P
PR986P
PR988P
PR901P
PR901ALP
PR902P
PR902ALP
PR903P
PR903ALP
SP904P
SP905P

Product description
Panel 50 mm steel
Panel 80 mm steel
Panel 50 mm steel with one side perforated
Panel 80 mm steel with one side perforated
Panel 50 mm steel with integrated reinforcement
Panel 80 mm steel with integrated reinforcement
Panel 50 mm steel with integrated reinforcement, one side perforated
Panel 80 mm steel with integrated reinforcement, one side perforated
Panel 80 mm aluminium with integrated reinforcement
Panel 80 mm aluminium with integrated reinforcement, one side perf.
Panel 80 mm alum./steel with integrated reinforcement, one side perf.
Post for noise screen
Crown section for screen thickness 50 mm
Connecting section for screen thickness 50 mm
Connecting section with variable angle, screen thickness 50 mm
Bottom section for screen thickness 50 mm
Cover section for section PR952, screen thickness 50 mm
Crown section for screen thickness 80 mm
Cover section for section PR953, screen thickness 50 mm
Crown section for screen thickness 80 mm
Crown section, aluminium, for screen thickness 80 mm
Connecting section for screen thickness 80 mm
Connecting section with variable angle, screen thickness 80 mm
Bottom section for screen thickness 80 mm
Cover section for section PR982, screen thickness 80 mm
Crown section for screen thickness 80 mm
Cover section for section PR983, screen thickness 80 mm
Decorative section for noise screen
Decorative section, aluminium, for noise screen
Decorative section for noise screen
Decorative section, aluminium, for noise screen
Decorative section for noise screen
Decorative section, aluminium, for noise screen
Post termination for noise screen
Post termination for noise screen
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Part number
PR5809
PR5810
PR5811
PR5812
PR5813
TB Blintnit,
TB Blintnit,
TBF21
TB EPDM6
TB EPDM8
TB EPDM15
TB Glas 6
TB Glas 8
TB

Part description
Cover section for noise screen, 50 mm
Moulding section, glass, for noise screen 50 mm
Adapter from 15 mm to glass, 6-8 mm
Cover section joint, noise screen 80 mm
Moulding section, glass, for noise screen 80 mm
Blind rivet steel, for noise screen/1000 rivets
Blind rivet, aluminium, for noise screen/1000 rivets
Self-tapping screws 5.5 x 25 mm stainless steel/100 screws
Moulding for attachment of glass, 6 mm, for PR5811
Moulding for attachment of glass, 8 mm, for PR5811
Moulding for attachment of glass, 15 mm, for PR5811/PR5813
laminated glass, thickness 6 mm
laminated glass, thickness 8 mm
Plexiglas 15, thickness 15 mm

C2 Speciﬁcation example
Prerequisites
Planning shows that for a specific stretch of a heavily trafficked road, a specifically calculated sound dampening is necessary to comply with sound requirements for a developed area.
The entire sub-stretch is salted during the winter. The length of the sub-stretch is 108 metres
without any elevation differences and the dampening need is fulfilled with sound insulation
class B3 per the EN 1793 standard. The study suggests that a noise screen be placed 10 metres from the centre of the road and that the noise screen be designed with a screen height of
1.8 metres above the ground along the entire stretch. The panels are buried 0.2 metres into
the ground to assure sealing of the noise screen to the ground. An opening of 3.5 metres
will be included where the noise screen overlaps. Eight glazed sections in the upper part of
the screen shall be included in the delivery with 15-mm plexiglass. The geotechnical study
suggests that the noise screen be secured on a prefabricated concrete foundation, 1.2 metres
beneath the ground.
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Static construction calculations with respect to wind and snow-removal loads suggest that
the posts can be secured with, for example, flange plates for concrete foundations and that
the posts can be made of square tube, 100x100 mm, with a c/c distance of 3.6 metres. The
landscape architect suggests paint according to the NCS system and decorative sections
based on drawings.
Preparation of specifications:
The choice of sound-dampening noise screen (B4 in this manual) entails that Isolamin
PA33P-80 mm can be used since the distance between the posts is 3.5 metres and class
B3 is fulfilled. The screen height is 1.8 metres about the ground and the lower edge of the
panel is 0.2 metres below ground level. The total screen height is thus 2.0 metres.
For the opening in the noise screen (B5 in this manual), Isolamin noise panel screen in
PA33PAL80PR2 aluminium is selected with integrated reinforcements that overlap and
that have smooth plate on one side and perforated plate on the other.
Isolamin aluminium sections are used for the glazing moulding. Painted galvanised plate
Z275 with a polyester surface is selected as the surface finish (B6 in this manual). The
colours are selected from Isolamin’s standard colour system or as agreed between Isolamin
and the customer.
Isolamin’s standard square tube post, 100x100 mm, is selected for the posts (B7A in this
manual) with a length of 3200 mm and factory-painted with 2-component anti-corrosive
paint.
All connecting parts (B7B in this manual) are ordered, such as bottom sections, crown
sections, connecting sections and post caps.
Decorative sections (B7C in this manual) per the drawings are manufactured by Isolamin.
Material specifications are prepared on a specifications form and master, which are appended at the end of this manual. The completed specifications form for the example mentioned above is shown on the following page.
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D Installation instructions
D1 Foundation
Four examples of foundation solutions are presented below. Isolamin standard square tube,
100x100 mm, is engineered to comply with strength requirements for screen heights up to
3 metres for normal wind and snow-removal loads.

Slab foundation
Reinforced concrete slabs can be prefabricated
and delivered to the job site. Plinths can be
embedded in the slabs for attachment of posts.

Prefabricated concrete foundation
Concrete foundations are available as standard
products for square tube posts. The foundations
are available in different lengths and cross-sections
with fully grouted stud bolts or flange plates for
attachment of the square tube posts.

Pile foundation
Pile foundations are best suited if the piles do
not extend above the ground when prefabricated
screens with predetermined lengths are used.
Attachment of posts to the piles can sometimes
be complicated because it can be difficult to
position the piles in a long straight line.
Double piles joined with a concrete beam,
cast in place, can be suitable if the noise screen
is high and the posts are far apart. In areas with
soft ground, a foundation with double piles is
the only possible method.
31

Wooden posts, concrete posts
or steel posts set in the ground
Wooden, concrete or steel posts are set in the
ground to the frost-free depth. Soft or frost-sensitive
ground is to be avoided. The holes are filled with
excavated materials, which are then compacted.

Selection of foundation method:
The following should be considered, among other things,
when the foundation method is selected:
• Applicable loads
• Applicable ground conditions
• Other local conditions
Applicable loads
Calculated loads are determined based on European and national standards.
Applicable ground conditions
Applicable ground conditions are established through geological studies on site.
Other local conditions
When installing in developed areas, foundation methods are used that cause as little impact on the surroundings as possible. With frost-sensitive ground, the foundation method is
selected with consideration to the frost in the ground.

D2 Installation of Isolamin privacy and noise
screens
Installation of Isolamin privacy and noise screens is very easy, and quickly and efficiently
conducted on site. Once the choice of foundation method has been made and the foundation completed, installation begins:
1. Posts installed. Some examples of possible foundation methods are presented in D1 of
this manual.
2. The connecting sections are attached to the posts using a nail gun.
3. The bottom sections are attached to the lower panel.
4. The lower panel is mounted between the posts about 100–200 mm under the final
ground level or against the foundation with sealing between the panel and foundation.
5. The remaining panels are mounted and secured to the connecting sections, c/c 500 mm.
6. Crown sections, post protection and decorative sections are mounted.
7. Any unpainted cut surfaces are coated with primer and a finishing coat is applied.
8. Fill to the bottom of the screen to attain a tight construction.
Isolamin aluminium noise screens must be handled with care to avoid dents during installation due to the surface being softer than for a corresponding steel surface.
For drawings and descriptions of installation, see the following pages.
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E Maintenance
Surface ﬁnishes
Surface finishes of polyester or aluminium all have different properties in regard to corrosion. For more information, please refer to section B6, “Selection of surface finish” in this
manual and the paint manufacturers’ recommendations.
Cleaning
Rain often suffices for keeping the plate clean. The deposits that are not rinsed away be
rain can be removed with a soft brush and water.
In areas with polluted air, a cleaning agent solution may be necessary to keep the plate
clean. Common dish-washing detergent or industrial cleaning agents, for example, can be
used. Use the dosage recommended by the manufacturers. Rinse afterwards, if appropriate
using high-pressure equipment. Note that high-pressure rinsing is not permitted on perforated surfaces.
If there is graffiti on the surface, it can sometimes be removed with, for example, Beckers
tar remover (TARVÄCK). Note that a test should be conducted on a small surface. Use of
this cleaning agent may cause changes to the colour.
Stronger solutions than those recommended can damage the paint.
Rinse thoroughly so that all cleaning agent residue is removed. Avoid organic solvents and
abrasive cleaning agents. Always begin cleaning at the top and work downwards.
Work carefully. Unnecessary cleaning can do more damage than good.
Corrosion
Treatment of corrosion damage on steel plate:
Remove loose organic materials by scraping, grinding or sand-blasting. Note that perforated surfaces must not be sand-blasted. Remove all rust by sand-blasting or by grinding
the damaged area until it is completely free of rust. Clean with an alkaline degreasing
agent, such as a 5-percent caustic soda solution with an additive consisting of dish-washing
detergent. Carefully rinse the surface and let dry. Paint with a zinc-rich primer. Apply the
surface finish according to the following section.
Repainting
Colour changes, corrosions or if you simply want to change colours, can be reasons for
wanting to repaint. The following is a general description of repainting. Complete instructions are available from paint suppliers and major paint retailers.
The plate surfaces to be touched up or fully repainted must free from dirt and grease. New
plate can sometimes have an extra wax coating that must also be removed.
Thoroughly mix the paint to avoid colour shifts. Do not paint in direct sunlight or when
temperatures are low. The relative humidity must not exceed 80 percent. Also check that
old paint is securely affixed. Remove loose paint and other particles with a scraper or wire
brush. Surfaces with rust are carefully brushed or sand-blasted. Clean with an alkaline cleaning agent, such as a 5-percent caustic soda solution with an additive consisting of dishwashing detergent. High pressure cleaning is recommended but not on perforated surfaces.
Rinse with clean water and let dry.
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If the zinc coating has worn away, steel plate must be painted with a zinc-rich primer. If the
paint has worn away, but the zinc coating is intact, apply an appropriate primer to the plate.
For aluminium plate with open aluminium surfaces, these open surfaces must be painted
with an etching primer. Avoid applying etched primer on painted surfaces because the
etching acid cannot then react on the substrate. If the old paint is intact, it can be repainted
after normal cleaning. Use brushes, rollers or spray equipment for painting.
Panel replacement
If a panel is damaged to such a degree that it cannot be repaired, the damaged panel is
removed from the construction and replaced with a new panel.
Examples of paint system suppliers i Sweden for touch-up and repainting:
Beckers Industrifärg AB, Märsta
Nobel Coatings AB, Gamleby
Nordsjö Nobel AB, Malmö
Major paint retailers may have products in stock for repainting and touch-up. It is important to ensure that such paints are compatible with paint systems already used on the noise
or privacy screen.
.
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